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GSU hosts Middle School Model UN

Jitsu dub
omes to GSU

By Shana Bridges

George-Anne
Covering the campus like a
swarm of gnats

Today's Weather
Sunny with a
high of 71° F
and a low of
45° F.

Only in America
• A woman was released from
court after showing up in the
nude.
• A shop owner throws an eightpound ham at robbers.
• A woman who thought she had
a stomach virus has a baby
instead.
Page 3

Opinions _
• Chris Brennaman loves his
country and all of its 'justice.'
• Justin Johnson realizes his
appreciation for his mom and
dad.
• Doctor Jake Hallman reports
on his new title.
Page 4

Sports

• GSU Football beats Elon
College in a last minute nail biter.
• Volleyball falls to Furman and
Wofford in weekend matchups.
• Men's soccer falls to Davidson
4-2.

Shanabee99@yahoo.com

Erik Howard

Many of you might have been
confused by the surplus of short
people in costumes roaming around
the Russell Union on Thursday and
Friday. You might have seen girls in
Indian attire or even Fidel Castro
himself.
Rest assured, these kids were not
confused about Halloween, they were
students participating in the Middle
School Model United Nations program.
According to Dr. Barry Balleck,
an associate professor in the political
science department, the program was
started at GSU over 17 years ago by
Dr. Lane Van Tassell of the political
science department and Dr. Zia
Hashmi, former director of the Center for International Studies.
"They felt it was necessary to
acquaint students of Southeast Georgia and the surrounding areas with
international issues," said Balleck.
When the program began, only
thirty students participated. Today,
over 425 students from 25 different
middle schools from as far away as
Tennessee travel to participate in the
annual event.
Students from these schools
choose countries to represent in the
UN General Assembly and at a mock
NATO conference.
"Students have researched the
topics according to the perspective
of their country and get up to present
the results of that research to the rest
of the delegates in hopes that the
resolutions that have been put forth
will be accepted by the body," Balleck
said.
The students discuss topics like
nuclear weapons, destruction of religious relics, AIDS, and environmental degradation.
"I think it's wonderful. I think
they are working real hard to keep it
See Model UN, Page 5

iiamys@hotmaiI.coin

Those GSU students that are fans
oftheUItimateFightingGhampibnship competitions have a new club
to join.
The Brazilian Jin-Jitsu Club,
which branched from the Judo Club,
is in its second semester on campus
and looks to grow even more in the
upcoming year.
The club teaches the martial aits
grappling form made famous by the
j Gracie family and brought to naj denial, attention by Royce Gracie, a
f champion in the UFC.
The club emphasizes opponent
j control and submission as opposed
j to striking. Although the focus is
j opponent control the club also
| teaches Judo throws and wrestling
j takedowns.
j
The club emphasizes leverage,
1 momentum, and technique moreso
than physical power says Michael
J Renfroe, club president;
•
Renfroe says they teach the art
1 formforbothsportandself-detehse.
j He also feels that the club can be
} good for both men and women seeI iiig as "90 percent of fights end up
I on the ground" and the club focuses
on ground fighting. :
■
Renfroe says that the Brazilian
} Jin-jitsu club differs from the Judo .
| club in that his club teaches what is
I "more practical and focuses on what
really works in a real confronta-

Lindsay Wise/STAFF

UNDERSTANDING OTHER CULTURES: Students dressed like citizens from other countries in GSU's
17th annual Middle School Model UN program Thursday and Friday of last week.

Features
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}.f assist GSU's broadcast program
into the history of dorm
G-A News Service

One of GSU's "best kept secrets,"
the broadcast program in the department of communication arts, is tapping into the expertise of some of its
most distinguished alumni and other
leaders in the industry.
The Georgia Southern Broadcast
Advisory Board has been formed to
help GSU's program achieve national
accreditation, keep its curriculum
current, upgrade its facilities and establish a stronger working relation-

• PoetMaggie Anderson willread
from her own works in the
Education Building lecture hall
Thursday at 7 p.m.

Page 10

Arts
Mntertuimnent
• 'Sin City'isFrankMiller's wild
comic creation about a heroic
thief.

THE HISTORY OF THE DORM: Florida State University has converted its Union Gallery into a showcase
of typical dorm rooms throughout history, complete with popular themes and fashion of the times.,
KRT Campus

outhern
Events

HENDERSON LIBRARY
»'
<on Library will
bos. tv> < > c imp* is i /tde meetings on the library expansion.
- No\. 7 (<?> 3 p.m ,(
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• GSU hosts North Georgia.
on Nov. 16 @ 7:30 p.m. in
H;
vuse.

ship with the broadcasting industry.
"The faculty are thrilled to have
the board helping us build a stronger
program," said Reed Smith, the coordinator of GSU's broadcast program. "We may be one of Georgia
Southern's best kept secrets, but our
program has a rich tradition of educating successful broadcasters."
Advisory board chair Richard
Rogers, a news anchor for WRDW
See Broadcast, Page 5

Fishbone's repertoire
breeds 'X-Files' aura
KRT Campus

Page 10

bition and the club is preparing for
the Pan-Am games that will take
place early next year.
The club started with a handful
of members and has since grown to
20 members and counting. There is
no charge, for joining the club and
meetings are Tuesdays and Thursdays at. the Marvin Pittman gym
from 5 until 8 p.m.

Distinguished advisory board to
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TALLAHASSEE, Fla - Last
week, the Florida State University
Union Gallery was converted into a
time machine. Current students who
visited the gallery were able to see
how students lived and what they
lived through in the university' s 150year history.
The exhibit - titled "Alumni: Celebrating 150 Years of Student Life"

- includes replicas of four dorm
rooms, pictures and other memorabilia. It was unveiled earlier last week
as part of the homecoming celebration at the university. The display is
now on exhibit in the school's Student Life Building for six months.
Diane Greer, who oversees the
exhibit, said it allows current students to get a "peek at the past."
"We just wanted them to see the

kinds of things students might have
had in their rooms at the time," said
Greer, who is also director of cultural resources. "I think dorm life is
part of the history of the university
that tends to be ignored."
The four dorm rooms are decorated to reflect the eras they represent - the 1880s, 1901, the 1940s and

KRT Campus

Call it bad luck or prophetic, but
two nights before the Sept. 11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Center,
Fishbone performed "Party at
Ground Zero," "Get Out of the City"
and "No Fear" in a New York nightclub.
Now, the band's promoters are

telling the members that people from
the FBI might attend their shows
because some of the group's songs
seemed to predict a catastrophe, said
Fishbone's lead singer Angelo
Moore. And last week at a Pennsylvania club, a weird guy asked Moore
See Fishbone, Page 5

See Dorms, Page 5

Dorman Hall holds second annual See-Saw-A-Thon
By Adam Brady

ghent_ds @ yahoo.com

As part of the second annual
Dorman Hall See-Saw-A-Thon, students and faculty alike will be climbing on a see-saw sitting right in front
of Dorman Hall this Tuesday, Nov.
13, at 12 p.m..
Last year the event raised over
$500 for the United Way and was the

recipient of the Residence Hall
President's Council Program of the
Year award. Nearly 200 people were
present for the See-Saw-A-Thon's
birth last November. But the question still remains: what exactly is the
See-Saw-A-Thon? "It's a 24 hour
effort to benefit a needy cause." JD
Louk, Dorman Hall's resident director says. This year's See-Saw-A-

Thon will benefit the Joseph's Home
for Boys, a non-proft residential
group home for troubled and neglected boys aged anywhere from 10
to 17 years old.
In order to participate, you may
either sign up at Dorman Hall on
Chandler Road for a time to see-saw,
See See-Saw, Page 5

KRT Campus

PROPHETIC ROCK: Many people feel that the members of Fishbone
write songs that predict upcoming disasters. Their song "Party at Ground
Zero" was played at a NYC nightclub the night before the Sept. 11 attacks.
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Police Beat
GSU Public Safety
November 7
• Jamel Upchurch reported someone
entered his vehicle while it was parked in
the Marvin Pittman communter lot and
removed the CD player.
November 8
• A Watson Hall student reported someone entered receiving harassing phone calls.
• Willie Ayers reported someone removed his wallet from his book bag at the
RAC.
Statesboro Police Department
November 10
• Ashley Lawson Chaney, 19, was
charged with underage posession of alcohol
and posession of marijuana.
• Anna Milburn, 19, was charged with

• Jennifer Lee Benio, 19, was charged
with failure to maintain lane, DUI, and open
container.
• Candace E. Bacon, 19 , was charged
with underage posession of alcohol.

underage posession of alcohol.
• Shawn Rasper, 18, was charged with
underage posession of alcohol.
• Stacy Pascullis, 18, was charged with
underage posession of alcohol.
• Joshua Thomas Carpenter, 20, was
charged with underage posession of alcohol.
•ChristopherLee Woods, 18, wascharged
with underage posession of alcohol.
•JenniferMelissa Wilson, 18, wascharged
with underage posession of alcohol.
•JordanDanielSwenson, 18, wascharged
with underage posession of alcohol.
• Troy Marshall Moore, 19, was charged
with underage posession of alcohol.
• John Jacob Wallace, 18 , was charged
with underage posession of alcohol.
November 11
• Andrew Joseph Fisher, 20, was
charged with speeding and DUI.

Editor's Note: Police Beat
appears in every edition of the
George-Anne in an effort to inform
the GSU community of the amount
and nature of crime. All reports
are public information and can be
obtained at either the GSU
Division of Public Safety or the
Statesboro Police Department.

a praise and worship session led by Stem,
the praise band from Valdosta State
University. The following morning at
began with two training sessions, one for
door-to-door surveying and another for
publicizing the carnival at Shirley Hills
Baptist Church.
About ten students and three of the
BSU's campus ministers represented
GSU for this event.
After the morning of surveying and
advertising the church carnival was
completed, the rest of the afternoon was

spent with many of the area children
during the carnival. Activities the BSU
aided in were face painting, balloon
sculptures, puppet shows and obsticle
courses. The Warner Robins police were
alsoonhandwithitsSpecial Investigations
Mobile Unit, in which parents were able
to have their children's fingerprints taken
in the event any child was to become
missing.
Later that evening at Unity Baptist
Church, also, in Warner Robins, many
area teenagers were treatedtoafree concert.

--All Police Beat information is
compiled by Adam Brady

BSU attends Crossover Rehoboth

By Tracy-Scott Hilton
tracy_scotth@hohnail.com

Friday and Saturday Nov. 9 and 10,
several Baptist Student Union groups
from across Georgia participated in the
annual Crossover event
Every year, various BSU groups help
with their area in doing door-to-door
surveying and publicizing numerous fall
.festivals at area Baptist churches. GSU's
•BSU travelled to Warner Robins to
participate in Crossover Rehoboth.
On Friday evening, the BSU attended

Study finds beauty affects male brain like food, drugs
Associated Press
BOSTON-Seeing a beautiful
woman triggers a pleasure response in
a man's brain similar to what a hungry
person gets from eating or an addict
gets from a fix, scientists say.
Researchers said the study, published Wednesday in the journal Neuron, shows that feminine beauty affects
a man's brain at a very primal level, not
onsomehigher,moreintellectualplane.
"Beauty is working similar to a
drug," said Dan Ariely of Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Sloan
School of Management^ co-author of

the study.
Researchers showed a group of heterosexual men in their mid-20s pictures
of men and women of varying attractiveness, while measuring the brain's responses through computer imaging.
The beautiful women were found to
activate thesame "reward circuits" as food
and cocaine do. Trie men had a negative
reactiontopictures ofgood-lookingmales,
suggesting they were threatened by them,
study author Hans Breiter said.
Breiter said evidence that beauty
stimulates these primal brain circuits has
never been shown. He said the findings

counter arguments that beauty is nothing
mere than tteprjduct ofsotiety'svalues.
"This is hard-core circuitry,"
Breiter said. "This is not a conditioned response."
Scientists said the findings could
have major implications for research
into what motivates people.
"We think of these things as a
products of a very high level of
thought," said John Mazziotta, director of the Brain Mapping Center at the
University of California at Los Angeles, "and it may be very basic and
fundamental."

GRAND
REOPENING!
Expanded Service
for Dinner

Now Featuring an
Evening Bargain Buffet...
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$5.99

(or one
meal card

Pasta Bar
Baked
Potato Bar

Including full selections from our tasty salad bar!

Health officials say old smallpox
vaccinations still offer some protection
Associated Press
ATLANTA -With the anthrax scare
stirring fears of a far deadlier smallpox
attack, health officials are trying to reas:
sure the public that people vaccinated
decades ago are probably still protected.
The government has 15.4 million
doses of smallpox vaccine and wants to
buy 300 million more, enough to vaccinate the entire country. However, there
are no government plans for a mass vaccination.
Health experts say the immune systems of people who received multiple
shots before the government ended smallpox vaccinations in 1972 can probably
still fight the disease.
Before the program ended, children
were immunized as toddlers and usually
again when they started school. And international travelerswere required to show
proof of a recent vaccination.
"If someone has had three immunizations, it would offer a significant degree

of protection for decades," saidDr. Harry
L. Keyserling, a smallpox expert at Emory
University.
Research on smallpox outbreaks from
the early 1900s shows the disease killed
only 10 percent of people who had been
vaccinated as much as 50 years before.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention's bioterrorism Web site says
the level of immunity left in people vaccinated before 1972 is uncertain. And the
CDC conservatively warns the vaccine is
most effective for three to five years.
But the agency is revising its guidelines to let state health departments know
about the vaccine's lingering protection,
said Dr. James LeDuc, acting head of the
agency's viral division.
The government opposes mass vaccinations because it believes they are
unnecessary and because the vaccine can
cause cripplingside effects.
Smallpox was declared eradicated
worldwide in 1980, but the vims is stored

Prosecutor says night club association
leader faked his own kidnapping
Associated Press
MEXICO CITY — The leader
of a nightclub owners' association
faked his own kidnapping at a time
when he was under fire for trying
to get a number of governmentclosed nightspots reopened,
Mexico City' s chief prosecutor said
Saturday.
Ismael Rivera, president of the
National Association of Bars and
Discoteques, has been charged with
giving false statements to authorities and is now free on bail, Mexico
City Attorney General Bernardo
Batiz told the government news
agency Notimex.

Batiz said his office had conducted a number of investigations
that determined Rivera had not been
kidnapped as he claimed. But Batiz
said it would be up to a judge to
convict Rivera on the charges.
Rivera disappeared on August 29,
then reappeared a day later in front of
the studios of a national television
network.
His clothes and face covered with
blood, Rivera told the Televisa network that he had been abducted by
men who spoke of a "woman boss"
who had hired them to kill him.
Rivera had been at odds with local borough leader Dolores Padierna,

Associated Press
NEW YORK -Scores of family
planning clinics in at least 12 states
have received letters containing anthrax threats, according to officials
of feminist and abortion-rights organizations.
Eleanor Smeal, president of the
Feminist Majority Foundation, said
more than 200 clinics and advocacy
organizations received letters Thursday delivered in Federal Express
envelopes. Envelopes that were
opened contained white powder and
letters signed by "the Army of God."
It was the second such wave of
threats; more than 250 abortion clinics received similar letters last month.
Thus far, none of the powder sent to
the clinics has tested positive for
anthrax.
Among the messages in the latest
Jamaican Beef &
Chicken Patties
Coco Bread
New York Cheesesteak
Ribs 8 More
764-5389
Mon-Sat11-7

Hwy. 301 N
107E. ParrishSt.

batch of letters, according to Smeal's
group, were: "You've ignored our
earlier warnings. You've been exposed to the real thing. High-quality."
Targeted groups included the
Feminist Majority Foundation, the
Center for Reproductive Law and
Policy, Catholics for a Free Choice,
Advocates for Youth, and the American Association of University
Women.
Those who sent the letters somehow obtained the account numbers
of Planned Parenthood Federation of
America and the National Abortion
Federation to pay for the mailings,
according to officials of both organizations. They said packages have
been tracked to at least three drop-off
locations in Virginia and Philadelphia.
Most of the letters were received
in states along the East Coast. Some
also were reported in Detroit.
The targeted organizations called
on Attorney General John Ashcroft
and the FBI to "outline publicly their
intentions to investigate and pros-

RACE ZetaTauAlpha's

FOR LIFE

ecute these acts."
For two decades, a clandestine
anti-abortion group calling itself the
Army of God has carried out attacks
on abortion providers and
clinics,including bombings and
sniper attacks.
In Connecticut, where at least 12
clinics received the letters, officials
promised thorough testing of the
powder.
"These were intended to be a
threat to scare people and we want to
make sure this is not what they say it
is," said Brian Emanuelson, an emergency response coordinator with the
state Department of Environmental
Protection.

Williams Center room 2023
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460
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681-5246
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November 17 * 8:00am * RAC
$15 Registration Fee

Tim Prizer
Managing Editor
gamed@gasou.edu

Sign-up Locations:
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News Editor
ganewsed@gasou.edu

RAC
Russell Union
November 6-8 • 6-8pm
November 5&7 • 1-3pm
Nov.12,13,15,16-4-6pm
November 13 & 15 -12-2pm
Late registration November 17th at 7:30 am • $17

Now open for breakfast, lunch and dinner buffet.
(Sorry—no menu service for dinner.)

who closed down 140 nightclubs
for code violations following a
deadly fire at a Mexico City disco
that killed 21 people in October.
Padierna said at the time of
Rivera's reappearance that she believed he had faked his own kidnapping.
"It's theater. At least, that's my
impression," she said.
But Rivera denied that he invented his abduction or that he invented the story to smear Padierna.
"I don't care what people say,"
he told Televisa on the day he reappeared. "I know what happened to
me."

Scores of abortion clinics and
advocacy groups receive anthrax

Proceeds benefit the Susan G. Komen Foundation

Located in The Russell Union

in government laboratories in afew places
around the world.
The vims is contagious and deadly,
killing three in 10 of its victims. But
experts say that a smallpox attack is unlikely to unleash a doomsday outbreak
that could instantly get out of control.
There is a window of up to 11 days
between the time people contract the
vims and the time they actually become
sick and develop the scabs that make the
disease contagious.
Particularly in a time of heightened
alert, doctors say they would probably be
able to recognize a small outbreak during
that windowandquickly vaccinate people
who came in contact with the victims.
"It has a rather slow evolution,'' LeDuc
said' Wethinkit'snot going tobeawildfire."
Smallpox is among the bioterrorism
agents the CDC has warned doctors to
watch for since the Sept. 11 attacks. No
case has been documented in the United
States since 1949.

Help Fight
Breast Cancer!

It is a desire of The George-Anne
toprint the news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as
possible. If you believe that something covered is in error, contact
the editor at 681-5246 as soon as
possible.
Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All.
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Oregon
Woman released
after nude court
appearance

Morris McClure in the lobby of
his wholesale food distribution
center Thursday, said Hall County
Sheriff Steve Cronic.
"They didn't get anything,"
McClure said. "I've worked too
hard to give up my money to three
punks like that."
Ricky Leslie Tate Jr., 17, and
Taran Odell, 17, were charged with
attempted robbery. Odell also is
charged with felony obstruction
of an officer and battery. A 16year-old is being held at the Regional Youth Detention Center.
McClure said it all started when
one of the youths came in and
asked for a ham.
"I went in the back, and when
I came back out two of them
jumped me," he said. "They hit
me in the head with something. It
hurt like the dickens, but I didn't
go down."
McClure said he threw the 8pound ham at one of the teens, and
"I got one real good in the stomach
with a left."
The two fled the store with
McClure in pursuit, but got away.
The youth standing outside saw
him and also ran away. McClure
then called police and gave them a
description of the three, who were
arrested a short while later.
McClure was taken to Northeast Georgia Medical Center for
treatment.
"They gave me a CAT scan
and checked everything,"he said.
"I'm fine. All I got is a bad headache."

BEND -Terri Sue Webb discovered there's no such thing as
blind justice.
Webb, 26, was sentenced for
contempt of court Thursday and
released after she appeared in
Deschutes County Circuit Court this
week stark naked.
Webb, who was on trial for riding
her bicycle in the buff last summer,
wore only a pair of red cowboy
boots before Judge Barbara
Haslinger.
In the hushed courtroom, Deputy
District Attorney Ruben Munoz
could be heard to say, "I had a
feeling this might happen."
Haslinger gave Webb a chance
to dress, then ordered deputies to
arrest her for contempt of court.
Webb was sentenced to a year of
supervised probation and ordered
to get a mental health exam.
Haslinger said Webb must attend all future court dates fully
clothed. If Webb does not comply,
she could be sentenced to 29 days in
jail, Haslinger said.
Webb was arrested in July and
charged with disorderly conduct for
pedaling around downtown Bend
in the nude.
Alana Brenneman, her attorney,
said that charge is without merit
because Webb did not cause any
inconvenience, annoyance or alarm.
Moses Williams, a friend of
Webb's, said Webb was fighting
the charge because non-sexual public nudity is not against the law.
"She has the right to express
herself," he said. "Nudity is not
disorderly conduct."
Trial on the nude biking charge
was reset for Jan. 27.

A

Cl Pennsylvania
Woman thinks she
has stomach virus;
turns out it's a baby
LANCASTER-

Heather

Schlossman thought she had a
stomach virus. Turns out, she was
ready to give birth.
"1 went to work on Thursday
for about an hour," Heather, 26,
said. "I started getting really bad
cramps and thought I had eaten
something bad."
Heather returned to her
Manheim home, where her husband Mike, a truck driver, was
sleeping in preparation for his midnight drive to Virginia. At 10:30
a.m., the pain was so severe Heather

Georgia

Shop owner uses
eight pound ham to
foil robbery attempt
GAINESVILLE.-Three teens
are jail after their attempted robbery was foiled by a hardheaded
Gainesville business owner and his
8-pound ham.
The youths attacked 61 -year-old

woke Mike to take her to Lancaster
General Hospital.
As Mike recalls, the emergency
room doctor was more than a little
perplexed. -He asked Heather if
she was pregnant. She answered,
"Not that I'm aware of."
The doctor continued the exam.
"He wasn't sure what he was
feeling at first," Mike said. "Then
he said he wasn't sure if it was one
or two. I said, 'One or two what?'
He said, 'Babies.' I didn't know
what to say. I was there, but my
mind was just like I was dreaming.
Everything happened so fast."
Fast is right. The original plan
was to transport Heather by ambulance to Women & Babies Hospital forthe birth. Butherbaby wasn't
waiting.
Hospital staff scrambled to find
equipment for the birth as word
spread through the emergency
room of the baby's impending arrival. Heather said as many as 15
hospital workers stopped by for
the rare opportunity to see a baby
born at Lancaster General, which
closed its maternity ward last year.
Less than an hour after getting
the news she was pregnant last
Thursday, Heather gave birth to 7pound baby Jasmine at 1:09 p.m.
"It was my first baby," Heather
said. "I thought any movement I
felt was just gas. I didn't go through
mood swings. I didn't have any
morning sickness. And I only
gained about 10 to 12 pounds. I
worked the whole time lifting
things at QVC."
Heather broke the news to her
boss, who still thought Heather
had a stomach virus when she
called him the day after Jasmin's
birth.
"I said, 'You better sit down. I
had a baby yesterday,'"Heather
said. "It got quiet. Then he said,
'You what?' ... He didn't know
what to do, He said, 'I didn't think
you were pregnant.' I said, 'Join
the crowd.'"

o

Ohio
Misprinted volume
mixes acclaimed
novel and sex book

AKRON-It was an unexpected
plot twist in a novel assigned to
University of Akron students.
Four of 15 students in the litera-

ture class taught by Thomas Dukes
gotaversionof BarbaraPym's 1952
novel "Excellent Women" with a
64-page insert from Christian
McLaughlin's 1998 novel "Sex
Toys of the Gods."
Pym's acclaimed book deals
with respectable spinsters in postWorld War II London.
McLaughlin's book tells the
story of a flamboyantly gay Ohioan
in Hollywood.
"It would be like finding a love
scene in the New Testament,"Dukes
said after the misprinted version
emerged Wednesday.
Plume, a paperback division of
Penguin Putnam Inc., publishes both
"Excellent Women" and "Sex Toys
of the Gods."
Brant Janeway, a Plume spokesman, said he hadn't heard of the
problem and said it appeared to be
a printing shop or bindery error.
Plume offered to replace the
hybrid books.

ffp Arkansas
'Smart mouth' raises
towing bill
FORT SMITH-Sometimes, it
pays to keep your mouth shut.
A woman whose illegally
parked car was towed from an
apartment complex was billed an
extra $40 because she cursed at the
owner of the wrecker service that
hauled her car away.
Theresa Sturgeon wrote a letter
to the Southwest Times Record
newspaper to complain that her
car was towed from a lot while her
family attended a high school football game nearby.
"That was out of the way and
apparently not blocking anyone's
space," Sturgeon wrote. But the
spot, near a trash bin, was labeled
a no-parking zone. ■
: The Interstate Wrecker Service
took the car, along with six others
parked illegally nearby.
The Sturgeons went to Interstate to pay the $125 towing fee
and retrieve the car, but after angry
words in the shop, Fort Smith police were called to referee the dispute.
Sturgeon admitted in her letter
she lost her temper and "said several curse words" to Tina Sanders,
the owner of Interstate Wrecker
Service.

Sanders responded by tacking
on a $40 "smart mouth" charge.
Sanders said she was justified in
adding the fee because she endured a verbal barrage.
Sturgeon said she would challenge the additional charge, which
she said was placed on her credit
card.
Sanders said if Sturgeon
wanted a smaller bill, she should
have been more civil.

"I was going to let them have
the car for the cost of the tow and
the dolly, but they started cussing
me," Sanders said.
She said if she had chosen to,
she also could have charged the
Sturgeons for storage and afterhours service.
"It is something you try not to
do, but when they keep pushing
and verbally abusing you, you have
to do something," she said.
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Racism will not
be tolerated
Recently, a group of fratguys
from Auburn University took
off their Croakies long enough
to dress up in some very
offensive costumes for
Halloween. Now, let's think
about this fur a while. What
would posses these men, (and
we use the term loosely) to put
black paint on their faces and p
nooses around their neck to
imitate black people while their
fellow brothers dress up in robes
to imitate members of the KKK?
Ignorance, of course.
These people thought it
would be "cool" to relive a time
in history that would make any
educated person, regardless of
race, cringe from shame at the
actions of the white race in the
past. But, they did it anyway,
and what's worse, they took
pictures.
Now, they are having to deal
with the consequences, and as
painful as their lives may be
because of it, they deserve every
ounce of it.Of course they do.
We live in a f***ed up world,
and we don't need actions like
these to set us back any further.
Racism is still evident in
today's society, but it doesn't
have to be. However, it is also
discouraging to know that there
will be some redneck out there
that will think it is cool to relive
the past. But, they didn't have to
personally experience it. They
will never know what it was
liked to be smashed into fences
by hundreds of gallons of water
that bruise and break the body,
but not the soul.
Do not forget the past, my
friends, but do not let it repeat
itself. If you educate yourself
aboutsuch issues, you will better
yourself in the process.

Growing up, I always thought
that my parents were Satan's secretaries.
No, really. When I was three
my parents had me convinced that
counting blocks was more fun than
playing outside. Until middle
school, they picked out my clothes
for school every morning with no
input on my part. At 16, they took
the lock off of my bedroom door
because I locked it too often.
x
The day after I graduated from
high school, I had my bags packed
for college. I was so ready to get
the hell out of Backwoods, Ga that
I didn't care about anything or

constantly pushing them, but
maybe they don't see the love
behind the "push."
A sign of a strong relationship
between anyone is the ability to
share things about your life with
each other and no matter what,
know they will still be there for
you. I'm proud of the fact that I
have parents like that.
I'm not afraid to hug my parents in public or to tell them I love
them. I do, so why hide it?
I take comfort in the fact that if
all else fails, I still have them,
They are the epitome of ideal parents.
When it comes to describing
how I feel about my parents, it's
hard. There is so much to say.
Above all, I feel like no matter
what I say about them it would
never be enough because there are
just no words to sum up the love
and pride that I have in them.
I can thank them for all they've
done for me. I am a truly blessed
person. Mom, dad - I love you J
Thank you for helping me become
the man I am today.
Justin Johnson is the editor-inchiefof The George-Anne andean
be
reached
at
gaeditor® gasou.edu.

coming an award-winning columnist, I
started my real education. Now let's
talk about how we're all slaves to the
machine."
I, however, prefer to give a plainer
view of things.
Namely, three years ago I bought an
ordination on-line. In just a few sec-

in the US for a while working as a gas

That's Doctor Hallman to you God Bless America
onds, Mr. Jake Hallman, eternal college
student, became Rev. Jake Hallman,
eternal college student and man of the
cloth.

That's Doctor Hallman to you three
years ago, I took my first steps on a
wonderful educational odyssey.
Scratch that—sounds too much like
other columnists. Heinous arch-nemesis Brennaman would write something
like "Well, three years ago, after be-

The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and
guest columns from people both inside and outside the GSU community.
All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on
Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and phone number for
verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any submission. There
is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain
anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print
the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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Brooke Minter
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With my ordination, I'm qualified
to perform weddings, baptisms, funerals and exorcisms-just last week I
slapped Justin on the forehead and
screamed "FOUL DEMONS, COME
OUT!"
I don't think it worked. He's still
periodically spewing green stuff at us
from the ceilings, though it's only happening when he gets really worked up.
I marry people for cheap, too. Just
supply me with a marriage certificate to
fill out, get the blood tests, and slip a $20
in the Holy Wallet of the Rev. Jake, and
you're good to go.
The "Reverend" title is completely
legal. I got it through the Universal Life
Church of Modesto, California, which
went through a nasty legal battle over
ordination in 1974 that culminated in
the U.S. Supreme Court ruling that the
ULC titles are no less legitimate than
those given to people who study for
years in seminaries.
Like the good Rev. M-Lo, GSU
1210 instructor extraordinaire. He could
have saved a bundle.
Speaking of saving, I'm not taxexempt. Neither is evil Rev.
Brennaman, Rev. Goble, Rev. Rushing, or a number of student media staffers who have taken the plunge at http:/
/www.ulc.net.
Last week, however, I decided to
take my paycheck from playing piano
for the local Lutheran congregation
and further my education.
No, no for next semester's tuition.
I'm probably gonna have to hit the
street corner for that.
Sitting back at the Spread-Eagle,
with wireless Internet and the laptop in
tow, I placed my secure, 128-bit-encrypted online order to become the
Rev. Dr. Jake Hallman.
You can call me Doctor Hallman.
The dancers were impressed.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LaVene Bell. Allison Bennett, 1 .aura
Cox. Tim Deaver, Lindsay Wise

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
News, Editorial Advisor
Larry Anderson
General Manager
Bill Neville

I'd come to the ULC-I think my degree
and the "religious humanities" curriculum are roughly equal in their realworld usefulness.
At the high end, there's the Ph.D. in
religion. You've got to take a test to
receive that one, and I bet it comes with
a real embossed gold seal.
I've come under fire for my decision to seek a near-instantaneous terminal degree. A "real" doctor (y'know,
one of 'em that went to school for a long
time) dared to call my degree "worthless" because he had eight years of
school under his belt, compared to my
five minutes.
Five minutes and $25 versus eight
years and a lifetime of paying back
student loans. Who's the smart one?
Besides, my doctorate in metaphysics is accredited by the International
Accrediting Association. I don't quite
know what that means, but it sounds
impressive, doesn't it?
Think I'm crazy for doing this? Perhaps. Keep in mind, though, that there
are less-reputable places on the Net that
offer doctorates in anything y ou' d want,
from prestigious-sounding universities.
Plunk down around a grand, and
they'll not only send you a nice diploma, but a complete transcript, recommendation letters from "your" professors, and a phone number you can
give to prospective employers who want
to verify your degree.
If you feel you actually need to go to
school, there are a number of non-U.S.
universities that'll grant you a degree
on the cheap and easy, with a nice
tropical vacation to boot. There are
people that get medical degrees like
that. Scary.
They should just ponder the invisible within the visible. Like Dr.
Hallman.
Dr. Jake Hallman is the news editor
of The George-Anne andean be reached
via e-mail at revjake@stouthouse.org.

station attendant. The judge rulei
that he remain under arrest without
bond until further notice.
The Taliban is our enemy. Plain
and simple. They are the bad guys.
They forced Afghani's that belonged
to the Hindu religion to wear special
markings on their clothing as a means
of easy identification. They blatantly
singled out a group of people and
treated them like they were below
the rest of the population. They even
went as far as to destroy two several
thousand-year-old statues of Buddha,
Why? Because they were different.
Tarek Abdelhamid Albasti owns
a restaurant in Indiana called the
"Crazy Tomato." He is partners with
his uncle, who, like Albast, is
Egyptian. Albasti was a member oj
the Egyptian national rowing team
and he has a two-year-old daughter.
His father-in-law is a former US
foreign service
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For the past several years, and
especially these last two months,
whenever the Taliban has been in the
news, it focuses on their persecution
of those that look differently and
eve
believe differently than they do. From
the
public
issi
torturing and ^^^_^^^_ _^^_^^_^ officer, and Ms
hiii
mother-in-law
killing of men,
IT'S PRETTY MUCH
women
and
can trace her
children, to the
lineage all the
ACCEPTED THAT A
"detainment" of
way back to
America's
Christians,
did
GOVERNMENT THAT
revolution.
we've sat back
PERSECUTES THOSE
and berated them
Albasti is a
oul
citizen of the
for
being
car
DEVIANT FROM THE
intolerant.
United States oj
America. After
And
we
abt
NORM ARE
should.
It's
the attacks, the
sai
BARBARIC AND A
pretty
much
FBI showed up
in.
at his home twice
accepted that a
NEW ORDER
to question his
government that
to
political
beliefs
persecutes those
the
SHOULD BE
and the later thai
deviant from the
ENTSTALLED.
night, arrested
norm
are
stil
him, his uncle
barbaric and a ___^^^^_^^.
mi
and seven other
new order should
hui
Muslims. He was escorted to Chicago J for
be installed.
On November 23, a young man by in shackles on a US Air Marshal's
19'
the name of Mohammad Mubeen Service jet.
stood in front of a judge wearing an
Our country stands as the good
SOI
orange jumpsuit, trying desperately guy in this war on terrorism. It is a
to convince a judge that he did not known fact by now that the goal of
know suspected terrorist plot lead the September 11 attacks was to
Mohamed Atta. Why was he a disrupt the American way of lift'
suspect? Because 23 minutes before Our leaders called on all Americans
vie
Atta acquired a Florida driver's to not allow these criminals to hurt us
ha;
license, Mubeen got his renewed at further by keeping us from acting as
the same DMV branch. Mubeen is a we normally do. To alter our behavior
Pakistani gas station attendant.
he
See Brennaman, Page
Mubeen is Pakistani, and he's been
He
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They've got quite a selection of
courses of study at ULC. At the low end
are the metaphysics and divinity doctorates, simple degrees for simple folk.
Okay, cheap folk. Like me.
In the mid-range, there's the doctorate in religious humanities and the
master's degree in religion. I could
have saved myself three years working
on a master's in music composition if

am
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anyone. I didn't care about my actually, dare I say, "cool."
ing my sister and I all the things
high school friends. I didn't care
I suddenly saw them in a whole we want. He isn' t proud of the fact
about my little sister or my par- new light. They were actual that he's buying stuff, he's proud
ents. I just wanted out. College people. They were two people that of the fact that he can buy us
was my one way ticket out of hell. worked their whole lives to make things. My dad told me once that
The thing is, my parents al- me and my sister's life better.
I can do anything I put my mind
ways knew what to say to keep me
My dad grew up poor. Although to, and now, I understand what he
in line. They knew how much I he had loving parents, he never meant.
hated living in our small town. had anyone to challenge him - to
When I was a child, I never
Every time I
really thought
thought about _^^^____
^^__ of my parents
doing someas anything
IT WAS NOT UNTTL GRADUATED FROM HIGH
thing they dismore than just
agreed with,
parents. What I
SCHOOL AND CAME TO GSU THAT I
they'd threaten
failed to realize
by
saying
REALIZED THAT MY PARENTS ARE ACTUALLY,
is that I'm
things
like
probably the
DARE I SAY, "COOL."
"We'll make
luckiest person
you go to Geor- ~"""^^^^^~
^^~^^~"^^ in the world begia Southwestern and live at home
cause I have
while you're in college." That was push him to do better. My dad is a parents that are not solely parents,
enough to make anyone cringe.
true testament of the American but friends as well.
I have always been very inde- success story. Growing up poor in
Another thing I failed to realpendent. So independent that at a rural farming community, my ize growing up was what my partimes I was oblivious to the fact dad put himself through college. ents were doing for me to make
that my parents supported me fi- He did without. He had a job teach- my life better. At the time, I felt I
nancially. I was also blind to the ing at the age of 20. I'm 21 - I'm was being pushed into everything
fact that my parents were more not even done with college yet. He that I didn't want to do. Now, I
than disciplinarians.
went from a teacher to a principal understand that they were just tryIn fact, my parents were, and and is now a superintindent of ing to do what was best for me.
are, my best friends.
schools.
They wanted and still want me to
It was not until I graduated
When my dad was little he wore achieve all of the things that they
from high school and came to GS U shirts made out of cotton flour never got to do. I think sometimes
that I realized that my parents are sacks. Now, he takes pride in buy- that people think their parents are
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UN,

equal so that all the kids can speak
and I think they' re having a great time,"
said James Rinehart, an advisor for the
team from Ladies Island Middle School
in Beaufort County, South Carolina.
"I think students are exposed to
issues that they probably wouldn't be
exposed to even in high school,"
Balleck said.
"They probably wouldn't get exposure to these issues until they got to
college, so I think that is a real benefit."
Odet Douglass is a seventh grade
student at St. Frances Xavier Middle
School in Brunswick. She has been
participating in the program since she
was in fifth grade. At the conference,
she was a delegate from the Republic
of Chad in Africa.
"I feel that it is a great experience.

TV in Augusta, said GSU has a
wealth of human resources from
which to draw. Most of the board
members are alumni who hold leadership positions in a variety of television and radio broadcast organizations.
"Georgia Southern has a lot of
alumni working for communications
companies from coast to coast," said
Rogers, a 1982 graduate.
"If you get a talent pool like that
looking for ways to make this department stronger, good things are going

It gives kids a chance to know how the
real UN operates. I enjoy it very much,"
she said.
GSU has its own model UN program, and each year a team represents
the university at a national conference
in New York.
"Every year we compete against
teams from Harvard, Yale, Brown, and
Stanford, and we hold our own and do
very well against them," Balleck said.
Every spring and fall, there are
open calls for students to submit applications for the GSU model UN team.
These applications are then screened,
and students are interviewed. According to B alleck students don't have to be
an expert in political science or international affairs, but do have to be willing to speak, write, and research.

to happen.
"We're a bunch of communicators, and we're determined to do a
better job of spreading the word about
what Georgia Southern has to offer."
Michelle Thiesen, graphics producer for Turner Network Television in Atlanta, is the vice chair of
the advisory board, which also includes:
• William Cathcart, vice president and general manager, WTOC
TV, Savannah.
• Reggie Cofer, operations man-

SEE-SAW, FROM PAGE
or you may stop by and make a
donation. If see-sawing, you mustraise
a minimum of $30 to be donated to the
cause.
"We suggest asking friends, family, professors, or even the people who
live in your building," Louk said.
Chasity Bright, one of this year's
participnts, collected over $20 in

the 1960s.In 1851, the Florida General Assembly established the Seminary West of the Suwannee River. The
institution became known as the Florida
State College in 1901, and in 1905 the
Legislature turned it into a femalesonly institution. In 1947, the Florida
State College for Women became coeducational and was renamed Florida
State University.
Sherill Ragans, associate vice president of student affairs, suggested replicating dorm rooms after seeing a similar display at Georgia Tech in Atlanta.
The exhibit not only shows how student life has evolved but also points out
campus traditions and newsworthy
events.
Copies of front pages of several
issues of The New York Times are
hung on the walls. The one closest to

1

the door is a copy of the Sept. 12 issue,
which has a picture of two smoking
World Trade Center towers. Othercopies displayed include coverage of the
assassinations of Martin Luther King
Jr. and President John Kennedy, as
well as Gen. Robert E. Lee's Civil
War-ending surrender.
"It's designed to show how historical events - both national and world
events - have shaped and influenced
the lives of students at FSU and its
predecessor institutions through the
years," said junior public relations student Emily Hawker, who is a member
of the committee that produced the
exhibit.
FSU alumna Kitty Hoffman attended the opening reception last week.
Her story, told in the exhibit by a
bucket of oranges, helps bring to life

FISHBONE, FROM PAGE
for his autograph and picture, but
didn't know how to work the camera.
The story sounds like something
out of "X-Files," but Moore doesn't
care.
"I'm not even going to worry
about it. I'm not going to be scared,"
said Moore, calling from a tour stop
in Boston.
"I'm inviting them (the feds) all
to come down. As long as they get
their groove on, it's alright with me."
Despite the recent events, Moore
still plans to sing the same eclectic
mix of bitter social commentary and
humorous songs that he's been performing since he formed Fishbone in
1979.
It's messed up that some of his
songs seem eerily prophetic.
The songs don't say planes will

a difference in the community."
The Dorman Hall See-Saw-A-Thon
takes place this Tuesday and Wednesday beginning at 12 p.m. Tuesday right
out in front of Dorman Hall.
If you'd like more information,
or if you'd like to participate, call
Andre Stewart or JD Louk at 6883044.

the university's reputation for compassion for its students.
During the 1933-'34 school year,
Hoffman was a sophomore at the
Florida State College for Women.
The nation was in the middle of the
Great Depression, and Hoffman's
family didn't have enough money
for her to return that spring.
"But I didn't want to go home, so
the college bought enough oranges
from my father to pay my expenses
for the rest of the school year," she
said.
Hoffman said she is not the only
student who benefited from this compassion.
"We thought maybe somebody got
through on sweet potatoes," she said.
"And it was suspected somebody got
through on collard greens."

1

slam into the World Trade Center or
Americans will fight a war on terrorism, but some lyrics speak to a mighty
power suffering the repercussions of
its arrogance.
"Party at Ground Zero," which
appeared on a 1985 EP, "Karma Tsunami," out last year, and "They All
Have Abandoned Their Hopes," from
a 1993 disc, are powerful songs for
troubling times.
Here's a sample from "Party at
Ground Zero": "They make love ^till
the early morning light/For tomorrow Johnny goes to fight/Johnny,
Ivan, Ian, everybody come along for
our nations need new heroes/Time to
sing a new war song."
Fishbone consistently enjoys critical acclaim and cult status, but has
never appealed to mainstream audi-

BRENNAMAN, FROM PAGE
in any way, was to give them the
victory. That cannot be allowed to
happen, no matter what.
Mustafa Abu Jdai called the FBI's
800 number to alert investigators that
he had information on the terrorists,
He told them that he had responded
last year to an ad about a job posted at
a
Dallas Mosque. He told the
wvestigators that when he responded,
he was questioned by several Arabic
peaking men if they could pay for him
to takeflight lessons in Texas, Florida,
or
Oklahoma. The FBI showed him
some photographs, and he identified
one ofthe terrorists as being one ofthe
"ten who offered to buy him flying
lessons. After taking a lie detector
test, the FBI told him that he answered
the last question "wrong " and he has
°een sitting in a Dallas jail ever since.
The United States prides itself for
being able to learn from past mistakes.
They've denounced their use of

ager, WAGT TV, Augusta.
• Amy Dorfman, producer, store
support center video production,
Home Depot, Atlanta.
• Rob Fowler, meteorologist,
WCBD TV, Charleston, S.C.
• Bryan Gartman, president, Artisan Picture Works, Atlanta.
• Dave German, operations manager, WJCL TV, Savannah.
■ Chuck Hamm, creative services
manager, WMGT TV, Macon.
• Nate Hirsch, owner and general
manager, WMCD Radio, Statesboro.

1

change from some of the residents of
Startford Hall. By raising the minimum, you get your chance to seesaw as well as a free t-shirt.
"Anything more than $30 will get
you entered in drawings for prizes,"
says Louk.
"For anyone staying in a residence
hall, this is a great opportunity to make

DORMS, FROM PAGE

"You have to learn another culture,
and think like those people think," he
said.
Any students that are interested
in the GSU model UN program
should pick up an application from
the Center for International Studies,
located in the Forest Drive building.
These applications can be turned into
the department secretary, or can be
mailed to Balleck himself. A few
students are chosen in the spring, and
the remainder of the team is chosen
in the fall.
Sponsors of the Middle School
Model UN program were the Center
for International Studies, the political
science department, Division of Continuing Education, and the department
of student affairs.

4

Japanese "internment camps" and have
said that they need to drop the often
criticized use of racial profiling.
Fathis Mustafa, 65, and his son
Nacer Fathi Mustafa, 29, both
Pakistani in origin, both US. citizens,
have been accused of possessing
altered passports. They were stopped
in a Houston airport, where the
security said that their passports had
double lamination. They were told that
terrorists have been known to double
laminate pass ports in an effort to put
forth faked identification. The
Mustafa's had used these passports
for years, with no problem. Both said
that they had no idea that their
passports had been double laminated.
After four days, itwas decided to arrest
the 29-year-old son. The father was
sent back home to Florida, complete
with a leg tracking monitor to track
his movements.
It is clear that America is indeed

ences.
After recently parting ways with
Hollywood Records, which released last year's star-studded "Psychotic Friends Nuttwerx," featuring Gwen Stefani and others, stardom seems even further away.
The Hollywood debacle - Moore
says the company barely promoted
the album and gave them no money
for a video - and this whole war
against terrorism has Moore sounding irritable these days.
The record deal woes are typical music industry drama, but the
war is bull, he said. It shouldn't
take a major attack for Americans
to unite.
"People need to listen to one
another a lot more, love one another a lot more."

persevering in this, one of our darkest
hours. Our lives have not been altered
and US citizens are going about their
lives everywhere as if nothing ever
happened. We must trust the
government to do what is right. They
were elected and appointed to watch
out for us all, and we, as Patriots, must
allow them to do this.
As of November 11, more than
1,100 people have been detained in
America's quest to put an end to
terrorism. While the federal
government is doing it's best to keep a
lid on many of the details, most are
thought to be United States citizens.
God Bless America.
Chris Brennaman is an award
winning columnist and the arts and
entertainment editor of The GeorgeAnne. He can be reached at
gsu_icon@hotmail. com.
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It's hard to imagine anything more
These are just a few of the opportunidynamic, challenging and fulfilling
ties available to those who earn a graduate
degree at the Medical College of
than a career in an advanced ^*\-\
field of biomedical science or /v^i^^
Georgia. MCG, the state's health
health care. What could be
sciences university, has master's,
more exciting than...
doctoral and postdoctoral
programs in many areas of
distilling a complex
biomedical science, die front
disease to its most basic,
line in conquering disease.
molecular level...then
Graduate programs also are
developing a drug to
available in nursing and allied
conquer it
health sciences, including distance
implementing state-of-the-art treatments
programs diroughout die state enabling
and techniques to cure illness and
students to earn their advanced degrees
without relocating to Augusta.
maximize wellness
using your expertise, experience and
enthusiasm to tram die next generation
of health professionals
making your mark on the overall health
sciences environment

Visit our Web site, www.mcg.edu/Grad
Studies, to learn more about graduate
studies at MCG, or visit www.mcg.edu/
students/gradpgms to apply.The future
of your dreams can begin today.

Holiday Schedule
The George-Anne will publish this week but will observe a Holiday Schedule
for the remainder of the term and the beginning of next term.
Our Holiday Schedule deadlines for advertising, classified and news are as follows:
Wednesday, November 14 edition
Ad deadline today at noon; classified Tuesday at noon; news Tuesday at 5 p.m.
Friday, November 16 edition
Ad deadline: Tuesday at 5 p.m.; classified: Thursday at noon.; news: Thursday at 5 p.m.
Thanksgiving Week
No regular editions scheduled. We'll resume publication Wednesday, November 28.
Wednesday, November 28
Ad deadline: Monday, November 26 at noon; classified Tuesday, November 27 at noon;
news Tuesday, November 27 at 5 p.m.
Friday, November 30
Ad deadline: Tuesday, November 27 at noon; classified Thursday, November 29 at noon;
news Thursday, November 29 at 5 p.m.
Monday, December 3
Ad deadline: Thursday, November 29 at noon; classified Friday, November 30 at noon;
news Sunday, December 2 at 5 p.m.
Wednesday, December 5
Ad deadline: Monday, December 3 at noon; classified Tuesday, December 4 at noon;
news Tuesday, December 5 at 5 p.m.
Note: The Wednesday, December 5th edition will be the last regularly scheduled edition of
Fall Semester. The newspaper will resume its regular operation with an edition on
Wednesday, January 9, 2002.

2002
Wednesday, January 9, 2002
Ad deadline: Monday, January 7 at noon; classified Tuesday, January 8 at noon;
news Tuesday, January 8 at 5 p.m.
The newspaper resumes its regular schedule following our first spring semester edition.
Thanks for your support. Thanks for reading The George-Anne. Have a great holiday!

News: 681-5246 or gaeditor@gasou.edu
Advertising: 681-5418 or ads@gasou.edu

Visit us online at www.stp.gasou.edu
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Eagles Not Exactly
Kings of the Road

Eagles slip past Elon in final seconds
By Doug Kidd

doug_kidd @ hotmail.com

ByBJCorbitt

bjc5jd@hotmaB.eom

Way back on September 22,1 was
hanging out with a few friends, eating
tacos and taking in some pigskin action
on ESPN. As the Georgia Southern
score flashed across (he bottom of the
screen, one of the folks in the room said,
"It's a foregone conclusion that we'll
wintr£nauonalchampionsMp."Itwould
have been tough to argue with him; We
had just beaten a fairly decent Chattanooga team by a count of 70-7, we had
wonourfirstthreegamesbyacombined
score of 177-20, we hadn't lost a game
since the previous November, and a
lookaroundthel-AA ranks didn'tseem
to yield anyone who was playing quite
on our level.
Then a funny thing happened: The
EaglesleftthecomfyconfinesofPaulson
Stadium and haven't quite been the
same team since. A reworking of the
schedule in the aftermath of September
11 had allowed the team to play its first
three games at home, so it was the fourth
game of the season before we got to see
ourEaglesplayinsomeoneelse'shouse.
What a difference a bus ride makes.
There's a saying in the real estate world:
"Location, location, location." This
mantra has been pretty relevant to our
own gridiron warriors as well. Consider, gentle reader, that thc'Eagles won
their first four games at home by scores
of 69-6, 38-7, 70-7, and 50-14, If you
throw out Savannah State, those wins
came against a Delaware team only one
year removed from the I-AA semifinals, a Chattanooga squad who is probably better than their record indicates,
and a Western Carolina bunch who
have consistently been right behind the
"Big3"ofGSU,App.State,andFurman
in the standings all year. Now look at
how the Eagles have fared in their first
four away games: We've seen a rather
medioereshowingagainstathen-winless
VM squad who had been outscored
140-25 in its first three games, a hardfought win in Boone over an admittedly
game group of Mountaineers, followed
byal9-161ossto...who does that say—
fast Tennessee State?? (Sorry, I still
have trouble with that one) And, just
minutes ago as I write this, the Eagles
won a game they should have lost up at
felon, temggivennewlifeonaroughing
penalty after being dominated all afternoon. Sure, you can explain each game
{way if you want to: VM is a military
school, and they always play us hard
(although everyone else seems to have
their number); Appalachian State is a
damn good football team and any win
in Boone is a good win (OK, that one,
I'll accept); J.R. was out for the ETSU
game, leaving Melvin Cox in a position
fee wasn' t ready for (see also: the Citadel
game, which lends further credence to
j both the Cox Theorem and the Military
• SchoolHypothesissimultaneously);and
; Eton was sorely underrated, after having played a brutal schedule. Fine, but
; the fact remains that the Eagles have yet
to put together a really solid road effort
; all year (even against the Apps, they
; made far too many mistakes). A record
of 9-1 and a number two national rankling can cover up a lot of problems, but
, lieed my words: Based on what we've
[(Seen so far, this team is going to be in
trouble if they have to leave Statesboro
come playoff time. I realize that playing
! on the road is always tough, but it seems
l/to be a major obstacle for our boys in
SBlue and White. We would do well to
;;:liope for a top two seed when the play-offs start, assuring us of home fieldunul
|,;jhe championship game. Even if that
[vhappens, though, there's still one road
l',tripmere'snogettingaround:TheSuper
; ,Bowl of I-AA, in Chattanooga. Assumliing we get back there, you can be assured that the competition will be top-notch.
From what I hear, Montanahas a
it
jpretty good football team...and they
Jknow something about losing close
»games to Georgia Southern. Regardless
Jof who it is, we know it won't be VMI
tor Elon,..and it's going to require a
Snuch more complete effort than what
«we' ve seen for our Winged Warriors to
c^ le out on top.

ELON, N.C.— Al Seagraves
knew exactly what he was going to
do after J.R. Revere's fourth down
pass fell incomplete in the endzone.
With two minutes left in the
fourth quarter, his team up 21-19
and Georgia Southern with no
timeouts, the Elon head coach was
confident.
"All we had to do was run wide
sweeps and stay in bounds. We
didn't even have to make a first
down," Seagraves said. "The game
was over."
It was, but it wasn't.
Revere's pass was ruled
incomplete and the Elon sideline
erupted in celebration, the record
Homecoming crowd of 10,632 went
crazy and got ready to storm the
field.
Never mind the results of the
seasons' first nine games when the
Phoenix struggled to win just two of
them. A win over the two-time
defending champions and current
number two team in I-AA was worth
the price of a couple of goal posts.
But it wasn't to be.
Phoenix defensive lineman Kahil
Brewster hit the Eagle quarterback
late and GSU got new life. After a
pair of short gains, Revere ran around
left end 14 yards to the Elon twoyard line. A play later Adrian
Peterson dove in for the winning
touchdown.

The fans filed out of the stadium,
Elon players hung their heads and
the GSU players and coaches knew
they got away with another one.
GSU's 27-21 win was just the
latest in a line of uninspired efforts
against inferior teams.
"I told the team I'm through
jumping on them," said Eagle head
coach Paul Johnson. "If they don't
care, I don't care."
The win against Furman was
thought to be the Eagles'
breakthrough game. The struggles
against losing teams like The Citadel
and East Tennessee State were
supposed to be over.
But Johnson said he could tell
once the team boarded the bus, it
wasn't going to be good.
"There was a bunch of grabassing and goofing off," he said. "It
was like they were going to a party
instead of a football game."
The Eagles' lack of focus started
early. Elon was forced to punt on
their second possession and David
Young blocked Anthony Turowski' s
punt. But Chris Blount kicked the
ball near the Elon goal line.
The kicked ball resulted in nochange of possession and a 15-yard
penalty on GSU.
"I haven't seen someone do that
since grade school," Johnson said.
Elon would continue the drive
and eventually score on a one-yard
run from Larrey Burney to take a 70 lead.

LaVene Bell/STAFF

ONE LAST GAME: The Eagles have one last game in the regular season before they begin another playoff
season against some of the toughest teams in the nation.
GSU cut into the lead on the next
series when Scott Shelton hit a 45yard field goal.
But the Phoenix would answer,
driving 80 yards on nine plays early
in the second quarter to take a 14-3
lead on Rashaud Palmer's five-yard
run.
Revere, who finished with 67
yards rushing and 51 through the
air, scored on a 10-yarder later in the
quarter.
On the ensuing drive, Elon

quarterback CW Singletary hit
Arketa Banks up the left sideline for
a 69-yard touchdown pass.
A 37-yard Shelton field goal and
a 53-yard Mark Myers run pulled
the Eagles to within 21-19, but
Revere's two-point conversion pass
was incomplete.
News and Notes
-After not allowing more than 20
points to any opponent this season,
the GSU defense surrendered 21 in
the first half to Elon. But the defense

played better in the final two
quarters, limiting the Phoenix to no
points and only 83 total yards.
-Adrian Peterson rushed 23 times
for 120 yards and topped former
Wisconsin star and I-A career
rushing leader Ron Dayne in career
rushing. Peterson now needs 91
yards to surpass Charles Roberts of
Cal-State Sacramento on I-AA' alltime rushing totals. Peterson
currently has 6,463 regular season
yards.

Lady Eagles lose pair of weekend matches to Furman, Wofford

By Eli Boorstein
uahp@hotmall.com

The ladies of Georgia Southern
volleyball closed out the regular season on a down note as they lost a pair of
nail-biters against Wofford andFurman
over the weekend. With the losses, the
Eagles will have to settle for the fourth
seed in the Southern Conference Tournament, which starts next Friday in
Greensboro, NC. They will face fifthseed Furman, the same team that upset
the Eagles in Saturday afternoon's action.
On Friday, Wofford (17-11, 9-11
SoCon) was able to escape with a hardfought 3-2 win. The match, which
lasted just short of two and a half hours,
was the longest of the season for both
teams. The Eagles were taken into
extra points twice in the match, the first
time that has happened since November 6,1998 against UNC-Greensboro.
In game one, Georgia Southern (1911, 14-6 SoCon) held a 25-18 lead
before the Terriers stormed back to
take the 33-31 victory. Games two and
three went the Eagles' way as they won
30-24and33-31 totakethe2-l lead in
the match. Wofford then tied the match
up with a 30-27 win in game four
before clinching the match with a 1513 triumph in the fifth game.
Senior Camila Schmitz-Rower led
the Eagle offense with 33 kills and 25
'digs, both season-highs, while posting a

her final home game with 27 kills
.333 hitting percentage. Sophomore top the two-hour mark.
In the first game, the Eagles held while posting 16 digs and a.383 hilling
Martina Veiglova added season-highs
of 28 kills and 24 digs, with a .324 game-point with a 29-27 lead, but let percentage. Martina Veiglova also
percentage. The Eagles, who had six Furman go on a 4-0 run to take the win pitched in with 23 kills and a team-high
players record double-digit digs, totaled with a 31-27 score. The Paladins then 16 digs. Brooks added 37 assists in her
123 digs on the night, a team-record. jumped out to the 2-0 lead by taking the Hannerfarewell with Kim Foytich givSenior setter Amanda Brooks amassed second game 30-27. Georgia Southern ing 32 assists.
The Furman attack was led by Abby
43 assists against the Terriers with fresh- committed ten errors in game two while
Simon's
19kills and 16 digs, as well as
man Kim Foytich adding 29. Brooks, being held to a. 160 success rate on their
a
.350
attack
rate. Laura Bush added
who already holds the team record for attacks. GSU was then able to get on the
17killsanda.317
career assists,
^^^^^^^—
percentage.
reached another ^^^^^^^na±
Laura Hooks led
milestone by topthe assists column
ping the 4,000 as"I'M
LUCKY
THE
TEAM
WORKED
HARD
THIS
with 53.
sists mark during
Prior to the
the second game.
SEASON TO GET TO THE SOUTHERN
contest,
the five
For Wofford,
CONFERENCE
TOURNAMENT
SO
HAVE
AT
Eagle
seniors
Cristy Carter led
Susan
the offensive at99
LEAST ONE MORE GAME.
Bindshedler,
tack with 19 kills
Amanda Brooks,
and 31 digs while
-SENIOR SETTER AMANDA BROOKS
Jill Jobe, Sara
posting a .348
McCarty, and
success rate on
^^- Camila Schmitzher attacks. In ad- ■"■"■■■~^^^~
Rower - were all
dition, Carter set
a milestone of her own as she broke the board by winning games three and four recognized for the service they gave the
Terrier record for career kills. Currie with scores of 30-23 and 30-19, respec- GSU volleyball program during their
Gossett added 16 kills and a .348 per- tively. The Eagles' marks of .425 in respective careers in Statesboro.
centage. Molly Bushong comman- game three and .500 in game four were Bindshedler, Brooks, and McCarty spent
deered the assist column with a match- their highest of the match. Furman was all four years of their careers as Eagles,
able to take the deciding fifth game, while Jobe and Schmitz-Rower both
high 52 assists.
Saturday's match saw a somber despite a valiant comeback by the Eagle transferred into the program.
"I wish it could have ended on a
end to the Senior Day festivities as offense as they tied the game 14-14,
GeorgiaSouthern suffered anothertight before the Paladins put them away with positive note," remarked Brooks on
Saturday's match being her last in
3-2 loss to the Paladins. The match, a 16-14 victory.
Camila Schmitz-Rower closed out Hanner Fieldhouse. "I'm lucky the
while not as long as Friday's battle, did

I

Davidson grounds Eagles 4-2

By BJ Corbitt

bjc5jd@hotmail.com

The Georgia Southern men's
soccer team ended the regular
season on a down note, as they
dropped a 4-2 decision to the
Davidson Wildcats at Eagle Field
Saturday afternoon.
Davidson's Chris Norbet was
the man of the hour, as he knocked
home two goals in the first period
to give the Wildcats a 2-0 lead.
Although GSU's'Tony Moffatt
notched a score with just over 11
minutes to play in the initial period,
the Wildcats' Joel Sadler scored
just over two minutes later to give
Davidson its two-goal advantage
back. Dan Ferriter's unassisted
tally for the Wildcats early into
the second stanza made it 4-1, and
Moffatt's second goal of the day
on a penalty kick was all the Eagles
could muster in response.
The Wildcats outshot the
Eagles by a count of 21 -12, which
made for a busy day for GSU
keeper Garret Lazenby, who made
9 saves while giving up all 4
Wildcat goals. The win improved
Davidson to 11-7 on the year and

6-2 in-conference, allowing them
to clinch no worse than a #3 seed
in the upcoming SoCon
tournament. With the loss, Coach
Kevin Chambers' Eagles are now
7-11 overall and 3-5 in SoCon

action. The Eagles will also play
in the conference tourney
(scheduled for Nov. 15-18 in Mt.
Pleasant, SC); final seedings and
gametimes will be announced this
week.

Lady Eagles fall in semifinals
of conference tourney
By BJ Corbitt

for the Lady Catamounts with less
than 11 minutes to go in the contest.
Western Carolina dominated in
After a 3-1 win over Appalachian State in the first round of the the shooting department, holding a
Southern Conference Tournament 16-6 edge in shots. GSU's' Tanya
in Greenville, SC, Coach Tom Woehr made a game effort, producing nine
Norton's
?=^^^^^?=
saves on
Lady
the day,
Eagles socTANYA WOEHR
but the ofcer team
f e n s e
fell to the
MADE A GAME EFFORT,
never maleague's
terialized
number
PRODUCING NINE SAVES
on
the
one team,
ON THE DAY.
other end,
Western
—__—-—•-—
as
the
Carolina, .
Cataby a score
of 2-1 Saturday to finish their sea- mounts' Mandi Tinsley was only
forced to make one save.
| son.
With the loss, GeorgiaSouthern
GSU's outstanding freshman,
Katy Znosko, notched the only score ended their season at 12-6-1, while
for the Lady Eagles just over five Western Carolina improved to 16-5
| minutes into the game. WCU's and moved into the conference
Nardia Moore drove the stake into championship game in just their
I the Eagles' collective hearts, how- third year of competition, where
ever, as she tied the game with they were slated to face UNC
16:20 to go in the first half and then Greensboro for the conference
notched the go-ahead game winner crown on Sunday afternoon.
bjc5jd@hotmail.com

GSU's

LaVene Bell/STAFF

END OF SEASON: The Eagles finished their regular season with a loss
to Davidson. The Eagles begin playoff games Nov. 15.

learn worked hard this season to get to
the Southern Conference Tournament
so I have at least one more game."
For Schmitz-Rower, who hails from
Brazil, it was especially bittersweet, as
she has spent three years of her career
with current head coach Kerry
Messersmith. The two of them were
together at Arizona Western College
for Camila's freshman and sophomore
seasons. After spending last season at
Washington State, she jumped at the
chance to come to Statesboro when she
learned that her old coach had been
hired at Georgia Southern.
"She has been like a second mom to
me," said Schmitz-Rower. "She cares
for me and the players. That kind of
attention is necessary to bring the best
potential out of the players."
Georgia Southern now has six days
off before traveling to Greensboro to
try to upend the Paladins in the Southern Conference Tournament. The
Eagles will have to wake up early
though, as their match starts at 10:00
Friday morning. In other SoCon
matches, #1 Charleston will face #8
Wofford, #2 Western Carolina battles
#7 Chattanooga, and #3 East Tennessee State is pitted against #6 Davidson,
the defending conference champ. Host
team UNC-Greensboro finished 2-18
in conference play and missed out on a
postseason berth, as did Appalachian
State and The Citadel.

:
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Five questions about baseball contraction
By Bo Fulginiti

fjodawg38@liotmaii.coni

It only look a few short hours after
one of Major League Baseball's great!est World Series' ever for commiskjoncr Bud Selig
[jblockoutallthe
sun that was shining down on the
lesert of the Diamondbacks, and
cast a dark swallowing eloud over
L entire league
fli it has become
known simply as
"baseball contortion".
So what is
baseball contraction?
For those who are unfamiliar with
'the term contraction, in this case means
it simply means that baseball has been
pondering (and the owners have overwhelmingly voted for) tire elimination
of at least two baseball franchises.
Commissioner Selig has not set an
official date for the cancellation of
these teams, but as lawyers representing the players against contraction continue to meet in Chicago to discuss

their legal defense this week, one management labor lawyer disclosed information that stated baseball would undergo contraction no later than December 15th of this year.

What teams are going to be sent
packing their bags?
The two teams on the docket for
destruction have yet to be determined,
but all sources are pointing towards the
Minnesota Twins and Montreal Expos
as the two frontrunners. Several other
teams such as the Oakland A's and
Tampa B ay Devil Rays have been listed
as outside possibilities. But as the players and fans continue to protest in
outrage of this movement and officials

try to reach a decision on who should
go, the owners of Twins and Expos are
licking their chops at the potential financial rewards of being the odd men
out.
Minnesota
Twins owner
Carl Pohlad has
the opportunity to
receive as much
as $250 million
from the remaining 28 teams,
which is substantially more thanhe
would get for selling to the highest
bidder, and a
mind-boggling
profit from the $34 million that he purchased the Twins for just 17 years ago.
Montreal Expos owner Jeffery
Loria of the other hand has no intention
of walking away from baseball with
his pockets full, as he plans to take over
ownership of the Florida Marlins. If
given the opportunity, he would be
allowed to take three major leaguers
and five minor leaguers from the Expos
and bring them to Miami with him.
Current Marlins owner John Henry

also has plans to stay in baseball, and
has talked about buying the Anaheim
Angels from the Disney Coiporation
that owns it. He too would be allowed
to take several major and minor leaguers from Florida to the
west coast with him on
his move.
Why go through with
contraction?
Well, SeHg feels it will
create leverage in baseball because two financially struggling franchises would be eliminated, and their players
would be thrown back
into the mix of the other
remaining teams that
would slightly help the competitive
imbalance in the league. He neglected
to" mention however that it will make
over 50 of the players that stand to lose
their jobs more venerable towards negotiations on a new collective bargaining agreement, which replaces the
old agreement that expired at the end
of the World Series.
This deal would also move the
World Champions D-backs to the
American League, and that would give

both the NL and the AL the 14 team a
piece balance that baseball has been
seeking.
What happens to the players on the
teams that are eliminated?

The players on the Twins and the
Expos would be thrown into a Major
League dispersal draft that would be
set to take place over the winter. The
teams would draft in reverse order of
their 2001 finish, and that would leave
the first pick with the Pittsburgh Pirates who most certainly would go
with Expos right field phenom Vladimir
Guerrero. It's unclear of what will happen to the hundreds of minor league
players on both teams as well as the

major leaguers who are not taken in the
draft.
What are the negatives of contraction, and when would it take place?
Commissioner Selig is under the
impression that this movement is
the answer to baseball's most glaring problem. He has neglected to
mention however that the sport is
suffering from the lack of anything
that remotely resembles a salary
cap, and this dispute is only the
beginning of what could become
an ugly battle between the players
and owners and could lead to another strike.
While several officials will continue to meet in Chicago over the
matter all week long, most union
officials are outraged after being told by
the commissioner's office in September that it was too late in the year for the
teams to be eliminated before the 2002
season, and that due to the Sept. 11th
tragedies it wouldn't be discussed this
soon.
The bottom line is that we will know
before Christmas if we have two less
teams to cheer for this season, but then
again we might not know if we will
have a season in 2002 at all.

LadV EagleS pOUnd the NWBL | City wonders if insurance could cover games'cancelation
Association Press

By Dennis Hightower

. HightowerJ218i @hotmaii.com

I

Exhibition games are always important for your team to get the
chemistry together and prepare for
the regular season. The Georgia
Southern Lady Eagles basketball
team proved that they arc ready for
that as they dei'eated the NWBL
117-51 last Saturday. "Our performance today was pretty good, but
we still have work out a few kinks
before the first game." said GSU
ieh Rusty Cram. "We need
more on the half-court
defense and down in the post."
In this game, it seemed like the
were like a WNBA
ced 35 turnovers.
ed 49 points off those
. Phey dominated in points
in the paint (66-10). second chance
0 8), offensive rebounds
...all rebounds (68-23).

and assists (22-7).
Senior point guard Danna
Simpson led all scorers with 18 points
and six assists. She was seven-for12 in field goals. Senior Alie
Rousseau added 15 points by shooting six of eight from the field including three-for-five in three point attempts. "Alie is a shooter. She
along with Sarah (Davis) will help
fill in the third guard spot. We are
hi pretty good hands," Cram said.
Davis scored 12 points and was
five-for-twelve from the field.
Sophomore forward Jessica
Everett nearly reached a double
double with nine points and eight
rebounds. Senior Sarah McCary
and junior Mimi Lindsey led all.
post players with 11 points. "We
are four deep in the post. Jessica,
Sarah, Mimi, and Shawnica (Hill)
will try to help each other improve
as the season progress. We also

have three true freshmen that have
the potential to become impact
players in Adrienne (Early), Jennifer (Melvin), and Kellie
(Tiller)," said Cram.
LaShonda Wallace led the
NWBL semi-pro basketball team
from Birmingham, Alabama with
14points. Michelle Collins added
10 points and ninerebounds. "We
did not have two players with us
due to a car accident. We had a
6'5" player from the University
of Alabama that was involved in
that accident," NWBL coach Key
Smith said.
The Georgia Southern Lady
Eagles begin the regular season
this Saturday in the Boston University Tournament against
Southern Methodist University.
Their first home game is November 21 against the South Carolina
State Lady Bulldogs.

PROVO.Utah-Cityofficials are asking if its possible to buy insurance that
would cover the city if the 2002 Olympics
is canceled.
The Salt Lake Organizing Committee
still owes the city about $3.1 million toward construction ofThe Peaks Ice Arena.

If the games are canceled, the city
might not get that money, a prospect that
worries city officials.
SLOC is rentingthe $ 13 million arena
for$5.94 million during the games. However, someofSLOC'srevenue,forinstance
$200 million from NBC, won't be received
unless the network has games to broadcast

MONDAY
All-you-can-eat
from 6-10 • $7.95
$1 Draft *$1 Vodkas 8-11
Trivia Night
TUESDAY
Dance Night
Free Drinks 9-11pm
WEDNESDAY
Open Mic Night
$1 Bourbons

SLOC officials refuse to entertain the
notion of canceling the games.
A report on insurance will be delivered on Nov. 28 at a meeting of the Provo
City/Utah County Ice Sheet Authority.
Most of the world's best hockey players arc scheduled to play at least once at
The Peaks during the Olympic games.

THURSDAY
Ghost Train &
Sunny Delight
FRIDAY
Cast Iron Filter &
Perpetual Groove
$2 Imports
SATURDAY
$1.50 Longnecks
6-10pm

Former Dallas Cowboys player out on bond
Associated Press

ST. MART1NVILLE, La.- Former
Dallas Cowboys lineman Nate Newton
and three people arrested with him in a
Louisiana drug case were released on
bond this week.
Bond originally was set at $200,000
each, but St. Martinville authorities said
fcywerercleasedTuesdayona$l00.000
bond each.
Newton, of East Ellijay, Georgia, and
the others were released two days after he
and two women from Florida were ac-

The Alliance
For Justice

cused of hauling 213 pounds of marijuana in their van.
Investigators said they allegedly
planned to sell the pot.
Louisiana troopers said the van was
stopped Sunday for a traffic violation.
Ricky Williams of Quinlan, Texas, was
arrested in a pickup with $ 18,000. He was
charged with conspiracy to possess narcotics.
Newton spent 13 seasons with the
Cowboys. He retired last year after a
season with Carolina.

Presents a special presentation of

Deadly Business

Study: Nose strips show no recovery benefits
Associated Press

Some athletes may thinknasal strips
are the best way to tackle a stuffed-up
nose. Especially during cold season or
In allergy attack.
But the strips' effectiveness in helping breathing, improving performance
and aiding recovery is still debatable.
The latest volley comes from a
study conducted at Illinois State University in Normal, III, and recently
published in the Journal of Strength
and Conditioning Research.
The study shows that nasal strips
don' thelp during recovery from anaerobic exercise - activities that require
maximum energy output for a short
period.
Here's how the study was conducted:
Fourteen people ages 19-32 were
Put through a special treadmill test
fee times. Each participant was given
one of three strip conditions: a placebo
st
np; a Breathe Right strip, which is
commercially available; and no strip.
There was a 48-hour recovery period between tests.
They started with a two-minute
w
alk on a level grade at 2 mph. The
ne
xt segment: a two-minute jog at 5
m
ph. Then the speed was increased to
* mph, and a grade of 20 percent was
mtroduced. The participants v/ere intruded to sprint for as long as they
could, up to a maximum of 70 seconds.
Immediately afterward, two peri-

ods of recovery began, during which
researchers measured heart rate,
amount of air breathed per minute and
oxygen consumption.
The nasal strips gave no significant
recovery benefit after anaerobic exercise, said David Thomas, associate professor of exercise science at Illinois
State University and the study's lead
author.
Thomas and his colleagues had
conducted two studies on nasal strips
three years ago - one on the impact on
aerobic activity, another on anaerobic
activity.
"There is no physiological benefit
from using nasal strips for any part of
exercise," he said. "But people may get
the placebo effect. When wearing the
strip, they may think they are breathing
better, are trying harder and may perform better."
Also, studies have shown that during moderate to higher-intensity activities, many people breathe through
their mouths, Thomas said. "It's a bigger opening and you can get more
volumes of air."
But the study has a flaw, said Gus
Fenton, spokesman for CNS Inc., makers of Breathe Right strips in Minneapolis, Minn. It did not determine
whether the participants have restricted
nasal airways, he said. So it's not clear
whether they would have benefited
from using the strips in the first place.
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Just added! LIVE PANEL DISCUSSION TO FOLLOW SCREENING via satellite
Featuring: Tom Diaz, Violence Policy Center, Senior Policy Analyst
Dennis Henigan, Brady Center to Prevent Gun Violence, Director, Legal Action Project
Dr. Amy Sisley, M.D., MPH, University of Maryland Shock Trauma Center, Trauma Surgeon
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY @ Russell Union Theatre
9:00 PM Tuesday, November 13, 2001
INFO?: call 486-7270
EACLE CINEMA

ESSSESESa

* Passes available at 2022 Russell Union.
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early. ID required.
Presented in association with Eagle Cinema.

Deadly Business takes a new look at the issue of gun violence by turning the spotlight on
the gun industry and highlighting its role in the epidemic of gun violence in America. The
film explores the marketing practices of firearm manufacturers, the role of the gun lobby,
the lack of safer product designs and more. Deadly Business also takes a revealing look at
the parallels between the gun and tobacco industry's efforts to ensure their businesses
remain unregulated. The film features Senator Richard Durbin, Congresswoman Carolyn
McCarthy, Common Cause President Scott Harshbarger and more.
www.firstmonrjay2001 .com
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Macy Gray gets funky with 'the id
«*\**L«s>*
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Wc don't tun special* o* put our piercings on sale, for the t»e«t quality
work by the most experience piercer ta Statesfeoro, come to Cloud 9,

Novelties, Gifts

& Body Piercing
by Rick
e*ir

• Adult Novelties

• Sterling Silver Jewelry
• Smoking Accessories

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl lingerie
Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black Lights
Zippo lighters
Fish Nets

f J University Plaza

8714054

Mc

By April Fordham

Yoaprilmayo@hotmail.com

Talk about coming out hard! Macy
Gray returns with her second album
"the id," dedicated to the free spirit, funloving funkateers. The energy is crazy,
so if you're open to feeling the beat, Ms.
Gray is ready to provide.
Track one on this cornucopia of
rhythms, "Relating to a Psychopath,"
stirs up the nutty side of human behavior, but forget all that jive. Release that
strenuous, constructed you. As Gray
said. "It never adds up when you do
your math, so you know that unless you
have love as your butter, you'll never
enjoy the bread."
I don't know one sister who can't
relate to the next cut, "Boo." It's a
classic case of "you say you love me,
but if it's true, I'm glad you don't hate
me." What's up with the drama filled
relationships? We have all been through
them and we all have a story. This tune
is a little less musically complex, and
clearly a ballad of the times. Whether
you're exhaling or big pimpin'. it's a
hot one.
There is killer violin assistance on
the next cut. Various instruments demand your attention on "Sexual Revolution." Party up! Free the freak in you,
baby!
I don't mean to be opinionated, but
ihis next one is my joint. "Hey Young
World part 2" features The Ruler Slick
Rick and is definitely on the new world
kick. Don't take it lightly if you quest
for the real hip hop.
You probably caught the next track
on the airwaves, or on your favorite
music channel, which is all the more
reason for you to cop it. "Sweet Baby"
(with the infamous Ms. Badu in the
background),
is the current single off "the id." This
smoothie is nothing but good music.
Love prevails, as the song tells, but
who's willing to sail?
Ladies, you mightnot know "Harry,"
but I'm sure you know someone who
fits the description. Sometimes they just

Special Photo

SWEET BEATS: Macy Gray's second album "the id' has gained more
than a few fans with its variety of sound and meaning.
don't get the point. Just because you
chose to relieve a little sexual tension
doesn't mean you wanna be his girlfriend. Like I said, Macy's frank and to
the point. You are relating to a psychopath.
So, you got a crush and you just
can't shake it. What do you do? Tell
brotherman, "Gimme All Your Lovin'
or I Will Kill You." (That is, unless you
don't want to come off as too aggressive
when it comes to matters of the heart.)
Ms. Gray and I can't guarantee to have
your bail money, but at least you made
your impression felt. This straight-forward song is full ofpunch-line rhymes.
"Don't Come Around," the eighth
track on the album featuring Sunshine
Anderson, is a slow wine bereft with a
common sentiment: Basically, if we
can'tbe lovers, we can'tkickitat all, dig
it? Accompanied by a symphonic tonic
of urban blues, reminisce on that once
up on a time when you were love's fool.

I your imagination still open? Then
what's your "Nutmeg Fantasy ?" Played
up with hip piano, celestial background
appearances by Angie Stone and Mos
Def, this cut is not your everyday scoop.
Is il possible that your significant
other is your significant otherjbecause
he or she is a freak like you? If {so, lend
your ear to track ten, my friend,', "Freak
Like Me."
Can we say fantasia? "Oblivion" is
nothing less. Just see if you can ketep up
with the crescendos and various tejmpos
that Macy Gray unfolds with this dbte slightly hypnotic, but definitely a 'celebration of music and freedom.
We all need a little "Forgiveness,
so while bumping the twelve spot, remember to give more of it. The subtle
tune expands on acoustic jazz, and
scratching, with who knows what else.
"the id" is not at all hard to feel.
Pump up the volume and blow up your
speakers!
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33oz Gameday Beer Mugs
M>1 v_oors Liite

$3 Pitchers
$1 wells

$2.00 Imports
Penny Wines at 9:00
2. for 1 Wells
$2 Drafts
$2 Coronas $2 Bourbons
HAPPY HOUR
ll-7pm
2-for-1 Appetizers & Drinks

WE HAVE GREAT FOOD SPECIALS EVERY DAY...
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TODAY'S QUOTE

Covering the campus
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"Never miss a good
chance to shut up."

r

- Cowboy's Guide to Life
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ACROSS
Examinations
Boasts
Service charge
To no
Bizarre
Gun the engine
Source of many
unforeseen
troubles
Time period
_ been had!
Espied
Layer of ore
Windward Islands
nation
Yellow gems
Chinese port
Zilch
Inning ender
Relish
Structure starter?
Footprint
Metric weights,
briefly
Sea east of the
Caspian
cotta
Argentine plain
Fruity cooler
Canisters
Old-time singer
Cause of public
outrage
Cooks just below
boiling
Voucher
Permit to
Prune
Fled
Tangential
thoughts
Employ
Like college walls
Flynn of
Hollywood
Plot for roses
Calendar units
Worn and shabby
DOWN
Light knock
Actress Gabor
Luis Obispo
Piece of news
Bratislava
populace
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6 Feathery scarf
7 Tim of "Star Trek:
Voyager"
8 Ready to swing
9 Become
gradually more
acceptable to
10 Male or female
11 Still shot from a
moving picture
12 Unworldly
13 Roy's Dale
18 City near Council
Bluffs
22 Letter-lady White
23 Phantom
24 Sales trail
25 Amused
26 Blacksmith's
block
28 Hawaiian dish
30 Gee whiz!
34 Wanders :
36 Burghotf role
37 Baldwin and
Guinness
39 Snapshot
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54 On the up-and-up
Slow-movers
In addition
58 Oak or maple
Diffusions
61 Performed
Mouth moisture
62 Wood and Wynn
Strike caller?
63 Valuable vein
Bench player
64 Head dip
"Funny Farm" star 65 Slightly shifty

5418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax)

10 G-A Action Ads
r STUDENTS BEWARE

, ATTENTION -- The George-Anne screens all
[advertisements prior to publication. The
Inewspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate
products and services only. Students are urged
i exercise caution when replying to ads —
ferticularly those which require a credit card
limber, other personal information, or money in
[jvance of the delivery of a product or service.
Indents are also urged to report to the newspaper
jny suspicious offers which they might see in an
|d Remember, if an offer seems too good to
etrue.it probably is.
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE student and
(acuity ads to be run in the George-Anne must
toe a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE
UMBER. Ads will be rejected if they do not
avethis information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The Georgeknne is the official student newspaper of Georgia
Southern University, owned and operated by
GSU students and utilizing the facilities provided
byGSU. The newspaper isthe oldest continuously
i in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
teas expressed herein are those of the editor or
lie individual authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Student Media
Committee, the administration, the faculty and
staff of Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The George-Anne
is published three times weekly during the
academic year and five times during summers.
Any questions regarding content should be
directed to the editor at by phone at 912/6815246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers may also
' electronic messages to the newspaper
haff by visiting our web site at http://
Wiv.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I.
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro,
Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or 912/618-

The Seasons

*1 APARTMENTS
Ask about 2-bedroom
specials for JANUARY
On-site management
and maintenance
819 Robin Hood Trail, #91
Statesboro-681-2440
Washer/Dryer in all units, large bedrooms,
pool, volleyball and fishing lake.
Quiet, safe, secure environment.

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising copy
is Noon, one week prior to the intended publication
date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: David Brennaman,
Advertising Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or
Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, (912)
681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
newspaper makes every reasonable effort to
present correct and complete information in
advertisements. However, the advertiser is
responsible for proofing the ad upon publication
and should notify the newspaper immediately in
the event of an error. The newspaper is not
responsible for any errors in advertisements and
its liability for adjustments is limited to the amount
of space the error occupied in the ad. Further, the
newspaper is not responsible for any damages
caused due to an ad's omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely isto reschedule
the ad in the next regular edition at the regular
advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be noncommercial in nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender, local address, and
phone number. No free ads taken via telephone
-at this price we don't take dictation. One free
ad per person per week. Commercial classified
are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION
INFORMATION:
Mail
subscriptions are not availabel at this time.
However, readers may visit our web site for free
access to current and past issues. Visit
www.stp.gasou.edu. It is the goal of the
newspaper to have its edition placed on-line
within 24 hours of publication. Breaking news will
be placed on-line as warranted. The GeorgeAnne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus through delivery
sites located in campus buildings, at off-campus
sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy,
and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at
distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents
each and are available at the Williams Center.
However, unauthorized removal of additional
copies from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will
seek to have any person(s) who removes more
than the authorized number of copies from
distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of
the law.
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by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

CAPTAIN RlBMAN >n off Track

HAPPY 21 ST Birthday Dawn! I couldn't have
asked for a better little! Wishing you a wonderful
birthday doodlebug. Love, Amanda.
WANTED: established rock band currently
seeking singer of good vocal range. Call either
871-6731,681-4317,764-4614.
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NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of
our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some,
Read by them All" - from Robert Williams of the
Blackshear Times. Call Bob and he can tell you
who he stole it from originally.

of gnats
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Monday, November 12, 2001

Crossword

Kill]

like a swarm

by Stan Waling

www.dtwits.com

"If it doesn't catch on by the seventh
inning, we'll go bacis to the
'Christians and Lions' thing."

NEED SOMEONE to release unfurnished
bedroom own bath in 4bd/3ba townhouse at
Towne Club. Available ASAP December 15.
Rent220 +1/4 utilities. Call Stephanie 681 -6476
or email slimbrown@hotmail.com

<v& <?D^^HHR

BY RANDY REGIER

NOVEMBER 12 at 7:22p.m. Sigma GAnma Rho
will be hosting a partywalk contest. Come out
and see GSU's Greek strut their stuff under the
Rotunda.

o„

SLEEP OUT for homeless and hunger week
Wed. Nov. 14. Call 681-0010 for details.
"HEALTH CARE for the Homeless" video
moderated by Dr. Helen Graf for Hunger and
Homeless week Wed. Nov. 14 noon at R. Union
#2042 chips and drink provided.
HUNGER AND homeless lecture series Nov.
12th thru 16th at noon . Call for program info.
681-0010.
5 STUDENT projects stolen from Foy Fine Arts
Building between Thursday Nov. 1 and Monday
Nov. 5. Projects were sitting on a table in Room
3305 waiting to be graded. Any info, regarding
the where abouts of or persons involved please
report it to the Art Department. Attn: Dr. Jaine
Hudan or please return anonymously and no
questions asked.

^ yftr j K^^-Hii*» QoflcffrVfcHEK

BY RANDY REGIER

HAVE YOU ever pondered issues such as the
Nature of good and evil, of God, human
Spirituality, humanism, Agnosticism, Atheism and
Nature religions? Do you seek company of
others who support free thinking, without
judgment or condemnation? Join us for
discussion and light supper Time: Sun. Nov. 11
at 6:00pm Place: Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship 609 E. Grady St.
"JUST GO get a Job" interactive brown bag
lecture Thursday Nov. 15 in Russell Union #2042.
Speaker: Dr. Elizabeth Brown bring entree,
chips and drink provided.
FREE CONCERT by 4 stories for homeless and
hunger week Thurs. Nov. 15 5pm Rotunda "eat
for the food bank" Chili $1 donation opening
group Qualifer.
GOSPEL EXTRAVAGANZA "Make a Joyful
Noise" to benefit Bulloch County Shelter Sat.
Nov. 17th Old Williams James Gym tickets $5
call 681-0010.
HUNGER BANQUETMon. Nov. 12 7pm Williams
Center Dining Hall. Tickets $10 to benefit Bulloch
County Shelter 681-0010.

40 Autos for Sale
92 TOYOTA Pick up truck. 5 spd, new
transmission, great for school, asking $500 must sell. Call at 912 764-4486.
BLACK 1992 f oyota 4x4 pick-up a/c, new brakes
clutch @3,000 OBO. Call Samantha at 6817414.

80 Computers & Software
COMPUTER-AST Advantage Adventure 8075p.
Intel Pentium 75MHZ Windows 95. Monitor and
Printer included. $250 OBO. Call Jason 4893812 or 404-247-8387. Needs power cord.

Central air, and more,
information.

Call 681-2755 for

NEED SOMEONE to sublease a 1 bedroom 1
bath. Available now! Utilities included with rent!
Close to campus, nice. 541-0231.
FEMALE NEEDED to release Statesboro Place
Apt., available December. Nice, clean roomates.
First month's rent free. Call 486-3320.
TOP LEVEL Apartment #B12 with private
bedroom. Walking distance to school $255 per
month. Contact Bermunda Run (912) 681 -9944
SUBLEASE 1 bedroom with private bath at
Bermuda Run. Available December 15. Call
Mac at 337-3407 or 681-9852.

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of things
to do that are educational and fun. On-line at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

M/F NEEDED Mid-Decemberto release bedroom
own bath in 48D/3BA townhouse. Rent $200
and 1/4 utilities. Call Stephanie 681-6476 or email: slimbrown@hotmail.com

160 Miscellaneous for Sale

ROOMMATE WANTED for room in 3 bedroom
in Sherwood Forest subdivision $245 plus utilities.
Available January to August call 706-543-5497

ROCKFORD FOSGATE AMP for sale. 500
watts very powerful only asking $180. Call Omar
871-5915
CAMPER FOR sale. Leer, Green, Good shape.
Fits Rangers, 1993 and up along with other
pickups $500 Obo. Call 681-6271.
GRAN TUR/SMO 3 for Playstation 2 - Brand new
- only $30 - Must sell. Call James at 688-3128 Please leave a message.
2 MTX 10"s w/box and amp for $175 or Queen
size pillow top water bed mattress for $100 OBO
681-3972

220 Rentals & Real Estate
2BR/2BA AVAILABLE in Hawthorne Dec. 17.
First two weeks free! Ceiling fans, W/D hookup,

.A Pt$Tu&AH& ToDAY AT TUB M/W/AWJrMSetV&TY m$Oti M HILfrRP. INMATE^

OWWD me 6OLF cmit faiWKfl*
W ?RP &<% AHt> TdtfW F|V£ cm*££
iHjo 7H£^w/MMW6 roOL.

ASAP-FEMALE needed to share 4BR/3BA
townhouse. $215/month and 1/3 utilities. Friendly
roommates included! Call Niki at 681-9660.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed! 4bed/2bath in
Sterling University Pines. Fully furnished, cable,
ethernet for $295/month available middle
December. Call 871-7901.

FURNITURE FOR Sale: sofa $150, computer
desk $10, TV/VCR $75, please call 764-0888.

C

230 Roommates

90 Education

FULL SIZE wooden futon for sale, perfect for
couch or bed. $175 or best offer. Call Krista at
842-2741

GrlAKLIE

FEMALE NEEDED to take over Spring lease.
$250/month and half utilities, W/D, private bath.
Call Erin at 871-3250.
ROOMMATE NEEDED for Spring Semester.
Spacious apartment in Woodlands. Private
bedroom and bath, free internet, and cable.
$365/month plus 1/2 utilities. Call Niki 681 -1184.
1 FEMALEneededtoshare2bedroom apartment
W/D, furnished, except bedroom $230 monthly
1/2 utilities. 871-3163 Dec. rent free.

290 Travel

) 2001 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

^terrfK^-UoV^ www.comicspage.com

Promote Trips at Georgia Southern and earn
cash or free trips. Information/Reservations 1800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site
for list of places to visit and things to do that are
both educational and fun. On-line at http://

www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, or Florida. Join Student Travel
Services, Americas # 1 Student Tour Operator.

SPRING BREAK 2002

Cancun, JamakA.
Ftorkfa
<**/*»'4
& Moral

FBEH M*»tsfof Urntt«d Time!
For Details and th* Bwt ft*U*
Visit; www.sun3pNtshtatirs.com
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310 Wanted
FRATERNITIES - SORORITIES
-CLUBS -STUDENT GROUPSEarn $1,000 to $2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit
card applications. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly,
so
call
today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com.

That's right — you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you — and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
— no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.

YOU MUST COMPLETE THIS PART TO QUALIFY FOR FREEBIE

Name

POB

Phone #
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'Sin City': The story of a topsy-turvy comic world town
By Joe Ben Deal

silent,joebcn @ stouthouse.org
"The coat. Take it off. You're
bleeding all over it. Fine coat like that
and you're bleeding all over it. It's
just not right," says Marv to the hit
man who moments earlier thought he
had Marv in his custody.
If you saw Marv in a bar, which is
where he spends much of his time,
you might write him off as just a big
dumb animal, and you would be close
to accurate. Marv may not be that
bright, but he is kind and loyal to his
friends. His parole officer keeps him
supplied with medication so he won't
get "confused." You don't want to
make Marv mad, especially if you are
wearing a nice coat. He likes nice
coats.
Marv's strong points are his size
and strength. He is like a human freight
train and he is the protagonist in Frank
Miller's original "Sin City."
The story opens with wordless
images of Goldie coming on to Marv
in Miller's black and white noir style
which uses shadows and negative
space to create images. Then Marv's
inner monologue kicks in.
"The night is hot as hell. Everything sticks. It's a lousy room in a
lousy part of town:.. I'm staring at a
goddess. She's telling me she wants
me. She sounds like she means it. I'm
not going to waste one more second
wondering how it is I've gotten so
lucky. She smells like angels ought to
smell."
Marv is too drunk to wonder why
Goldie has hooked up with him. It's
not till a few hours later that he has

sobered up and realizes that Goldie
came to him for protection.
"Not a mark on her. You' d have to
check her pulse or notice those perfect
breasts of hers aren' t moving like they
would if she was breathing. And
there's nothing telling me it wasn't
just a heart attack in her
sleep.. .nothing but that cold thing in
my gut getting colder... She was
murdered and I was right here when it
happened, lying next to her, stone
drunk just like she was...whoever
killed you is going to pay, Goldie."
Marv hasn't moved from Goldie's
side when he hears the police sirens,
but he doesn't care about the police or
anything else, he has a mission. He's
going to find out who killed Goldie
and set him up to take the fall for her
murder.
Marv soon realizes that there is no
turning back. He is not about clearing
his name or bringing Goldie's killer
to justice. He just wants vengeance.
And why does Marv throw his life
away for Goldie after only knowing
her a few hours?
"She was nice to me," is his response when another character questions him.
Marv is the ultimate tough guy. He
gets hit by cars and runs head on into
blazing guns, but nothing seems too
stop him in this tale of crooked cops,
political enemies, and the best prostitutes money can buy.
"Old Town is why nobody calls
this burg 'Basin City' like is says on
the maps... this was a gold rush town
on its way to becoming a ghost
town.. .Then old man Roark got him-

self an idea. He spent every silver
dollar he had, importing top hookers
from France and places like that. Word
got out and pretty soon Sin City was
the hottest stop in the west...Old
Town's kept its traditions, handed
down from gorgeous mother to gorgeous daughter," narrates Marv as he
goes to Old Town looking for answers.
Marv narrates the whole story and
everything is viewed with his thoughts
and feelings adding details and sometimes humor to the story. He introduces the characters and gives information about them in his own unique
way, like when he introduces his parole officer.
"Lucille's my parole officer. She's
a dyke but God knows why. With that
body of hers she could have any man
she wants."
Sin City started as a serial in the
monthly comic book anthology series
Dark Horse Presents. It ran for thirteen months and rounded out at 196
pages.
"This one ran away with itself. I'd
planned it as forty-eight pages, but I
got carried away. It's all Marv's fault.
The big lug started bossing me
around," says Millerin the after-word
to Sin City.
Sin City is not for the light of
heart. It takes place in the bad part of
town in a city that is all bad. Prostitutes are goddesses and Marv is the
hero.
Sin City has reached its tenth birthday and in celebration, a tenth anniversary hard cover edition will be
released in December. It is limited to
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NICE COAT: Marv is the coat-confiscating main character of a comic set in the worst part of a bad town. The
norm is reversed in this story, as 'prostitutes are goddesses and Merv is the hero.'
only 500 copies, comes in a slipcase
with a 64 page collection of sketches
and layouts, and a signed print of
Marv.
Over the past ten years, Miller has
published five more Sin City graphic
novels and a collection of Sin City
short stories. Each story usually focuses on a different character who
lives in the town with out mercy.
Miller has achieved recognition

for writing critically acclaimed and
influential comic books. He made
Entertainment Weekly's 2001 "It"
List.
"His brutal yet elegant noir renderings, pulpy yet eloquent scripting, and thoroughly uncompromising attitude make him one of the
most distinctive voices in comics,"
said Entertainment Weekly in their
June 29 issue. They sited his current

Batman project "The Dark Knight
Strikes Back," a sequel to his 1986
landmark graphic novel "The Darl*
Knight Returns," as the reason for
making the list. Entertainment
Weekly compares the anticipation
for "The Dark Knight Strikes Back"*
to that of the Star Wars prequels.
Sin City and other Frank Mille;
graphic novels are available locally*
at Gallops' Comics and Games.

Antigone Rising to play Retrievers

African Student Association's African Awareness*,
week promotes understanding of African culture.

Special to the G-A

By Jennifer McCalla
gsi22055@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu

The band that recently opened
for 7Mary3 at Legends, Antigone
Rising, is returning to Statesboro.
The all-female quintet from
New York will perform at Retrievers on Friday, November 16.
The performance begins at 10:30
p.m..
VH-1 proclaimed Antigone
Rising as "one of the top ten indie
bands to watch," Antigone Rising is composed of lead vocalist
Cassidy, guitar-slinging sisters
Cathy and Kristen Henderson,
drummer Dena Tauriello and
bassist Anne-Marie Stehn.
The band derived its name
from a Greek legend. Antigone
was a defiant, brazen, bold young
woman who refused to bow down
to the king.
That metaphor still stands.
Cutting their teeth on numerous
national performances, Antigone
Rising has also shared the stage
with talented artists like Sarah
Maclachlan, the Long Beach Dub
All-Stars and the Indigo Girls
among others.
Not only is Antigone Rising
raucous and solid in concert, the
pop-rock act's albums have also
been lauded by critics.
Their self-produced, fulllength CD, "Rock Album" has
already sold over 4,000 copies
since its release in January 2001.
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RISING STARS: Antigone Rising will return to the 'Boro to play at
Retriever's after opening for 7Mary3 at Legends.
Their debut song, "New & Used"
has sold 7,000 copies since the
spring of 2000.
In an interview with Steppin'
Out, lead-singer Cassidy asserted
that they want to be recognized as
musicians, not just women.
"The thing that's depressing
is that we can't just get up and
play our music as women... I want
you to go to your record store,

and I want you to find my record.
That's my goal! And, I don't need
everyone to think I'm a sexpot."
The statistics behind Antigone
Rising are impressive, but seeing
is believing.
Catch them on November 16 at
Retrievers, and see why they gain
respect from every boy band with
whom they share a dressing room.
The price is $3 at the door.
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Flash Foods-Shell Station
Hwy 67 & 301
Statesboro
Presents TelSouth Prepaid Products
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Deposit your Expired TelSouth Phone Card
in the Drawing Box with your Name and Telephone Number.
PowerTel & Cingular Phone Card recharge SJtation
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Hours: 8:30 - 11:30
& 1:30-4:30
at the Health Center
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FLU SHOTS
$8.00 each
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Drawing Every Friday Morning

Health Services
encourages students to
get a flu shot this year.
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Win A Free PowerTel Prepaid Cell Phone
$ 50.00 Air Time Card / FM Radio Hands Free Head Set / Battery Charger
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Call 486-7782 for an
appointment or more
information.
HEALTH SERVICES
www.gasou.edu/health
We accept Cash, Check,
EAGLEXPRESS, VISA, &
Mastercard
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